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In search of love, success, peace and unity, man toils daily. Colonialism brought
many things; among them were Christian religions and change of our traditional
names. Exposing the good and vices is necessary for mankind. Love and unity is
God’s quality. Sometimes it is madness and unbelievable that the limitless freedom that God gave us to do whatever we like, the type of education we get, and
First Amendment had created religious extremism which put people in danger.
In the midst of storm, some people claim to have peace and try to convince
others to believe same, when they know too well that storm without solid backup can be dangerous like hurricane and tornadoes.
America’s Terry Jones anti-Moslem terrorism acts who wants to mark US September 11 anniversary to burn Quran, Reverend Collin Coward wants to marry
his Nigerian gay friend Bobby Egbele in the Church, a Moslem cleric decided to
build Mosque Ground Zero in New York and the priests in other places who abuse ecumenism—the coming together of Christian churches are just few examples
of religious bigotry and fundamentalists. They put the life and love of their followers in danger without caring but trying to justify their actions. Journalist, Reuben Abati said: “They are sick clerics; their proposals smack of misguidedness,
insensitivity, intolerance, and outright recklessness. It is crazy”. Unfortunately,
uninformed minds follow such people everywhere, but with God in His infinite
Mercy, will gradually work in the minds of our people. Thanks to the courageous
Americans who woke up, spoke out, exposed Jones that the government and
good spirited people’s pressure quenched the madness fire of burning the Quran.
"Knowledge makes a man unfit to be a slave. “ Frederick Douglass.
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10

‘Igbo Catholics’ in Munich is incredibly divided in far away Germany. Why can’t
the Igbos find reasons to have one ‘strong Igbo Catholic Church’, assimilate and
tolerate our differences and unite? We co-existed before without much hatred
and rancour, and we can do same, only if we do not allow anyone to teach us
otherwise and create reasons to suit their personal aggrandizement. This is a
very small example. The will for togetherness is there, but negative forces
abound. Obama said, “Yes we can”. It’s Igbo cultural heritage! Kolanut has endless story in Igbo land. The Igbo name ‘Oji’ has been interpreted by different
scholars, but all the meanings relates to something good. Some defined ‘Oji’ as
“O=omenala, J= jikotara, I= Igbo”: the culture that unites Igbos. Because it is a
fruit from a special tree, others described ‘Oji’ as “O=Osisi, J=Jikotara, I=Igbo:
The tree of Igbo unity, etc. Which means, unity is important in Igbo life?

Our children who excel in UK, United States, Germany and Nigeria are clear testimonies that colour or race does not inhibit intelligence. Igbos are unique people. When one finds his
roots, s/he gets rooted and simultaneously achieves self-realization. This is paramount to ones
growth and accomplishments. Miss Chidera Ota had done it in UK and Miss Samantha of our Igbo
Contact Forum, Munich is doing it in Germany. Whiz kids and super children are worthy of emulation.
As food is life’s ingredient. Good eating habits help growth and performance. Igbo food is one of the
most nutritious and healthy food. They are natural and biological, rich in vitality and add vigour. Our
children and friends need to know that. Refrigerators are not a must to preserve most African food.
It’s unique! Examples yams, garri, plantain, dry melon seeds (egusi), crayfish, etc. Many good things
also come from Africa. Western media misrepresents us. Africa is more than beautiful weathered continent with people of good hearts and very strong family structures and values.
Words of wisdom are food for life. Igbos enjoys speaking in proverbs and parables like Jesus Christ
did.
Enjoy this Newsletter edition.

By Chris

O. Nwaorah

Spotlight
The Kola Nut: As an Igbo Cultural and Social Symbol
By
Rev. Fada
Jọn Ọfọegbu Ụkaegbu, Ph.D.

Presentation of the Kola
Nut
Eze Ugo III of Okporo says that
"The kola nut is the 'bread' of
Igbo Sacramental communion,
and must therefore be specially
presented, broken, shared and partaken by all the parties and
families in every marriage ceremony as the final consummation
and blessing." The reference to the bread of Igbo sacramental
communion reminds us of the fact that in Igbo Traditional Religion, everyone pre-sent at a sacrifice participates in the consumption of the sacrificial meal, and the children are not left
out. The importance of the people’s communion in Igbo native
rites is analogous to the priest's communion in the Catholic
Church in the sense that every priest who celebrates is bound
to partake of the communion. No other symbol represents Igbo
communal spirit more than the kola nut.
Oji:
Kola Nuts

"Eke kereụwa, this is
kola;
my father and the
ancients, this is kola;
lyiafọ, this is kola;
four days that make
eight, this is kola."

error is considered as very
grave and indicates that the
offender is not so responsible
and may not be a reliable perThe Eze goes on to talk of kola presentation. "Ọjị is the first son.
thing served in every function or ceremony, personal or communal agreements, welcoming of a visitor to an Igbo home, Blessing of Kola
and settlement of family disputes." G.T. Basden records that The blessing of kola, ịgọ ọjị, is
Igbo welcome is not complete without the sharing of the kola the right of the eldest person
nut. 1mmediately after the prolonged greetings in the traditional in any gathering or it may be
manner, "...the kola nut is brought forth on a dish or saucer or, that of the Eze (king) as the
what is more correct, on a wooden platter (really a small box case may be. However, the
fitted with a vocer) prepared and kept for the sole purpose of oldest person is preferred in
presenting kola nut.” He goes deeper in the description of the most cases because he is the
kola presentation. "In the dish are custodian of truth and closer
one or more nuts. The owner first to the ancestors. In the evolureceives it from the slave atten- tionary trend of the tradition,
dant or one of his wives. He takes an ordained minister or one
a nut and puts it to his lips, thus
"Ọjị is the first thing signifying that it is about to be consecrated to God now takes
precedence in the blessing of
served in every
offered in good faith. This symbo- the kola; but the eldest perlic action proves him to be free son or the Eze who has this
function or
ceremony, personal from malice. The dish is, thereu- right will give or transfer it to
pon, passed to the visitor." The minister as a privilege, not as
or communal
kola presentation is not essential- a right.
agreements,
ly descriptive; rather it is at the
The Ndi Ichie Akwa Mythology
welcoming of a
same time a symbolic action.
gives an account of the blesvisitor to an Igbo
The symbolism in the kola pre- sing of the ọjị in Igboland.
home, and
sentation comes out clearly when “The principle behind this Igbo
settlement of family many people are in attendance. kola culture is that the nut
The social aspect is clearly cannot be broken without saydisputes."
brought out because the ọjị is ing of prayers or incantations
carried from one person to by the eldest in the gathering.
another according to a trace of kinship relationship starting This gave rise to the proverb
from the home of the host, spreads out in the direction of left to ‘He who brings kola brings
right movement and comes back to the host. This symbolic life', because in the kola nut
action is a manner of headcount or a way of checking the iden- prayers, the elder in addition
tity of all the people in attendance in any gathering before any to his wise sayings normally
type of discussion could be had. The kola presentation symbo- requested for peace prosperilizes peace and welcome; and if one makes a mistake while ty, long life, happiness and
carrying the kola round, 'ịpa ọjị or ịre ọjị ', he is traditionally protection from all ill fortudealt with according to norms in different communities. Such an nes." Not only do the Igbo
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say prayers before the breaking of the kola nut, no traditional Igbo would drink or eat
without sharing at least, with
the ancestors. Thus writes E.
Elochukwu Uzukwu that "The
kola nut, a symbol of life and
commensality which is never
omitted in the morning cult, is
broken. The traditional part for
the spirits (the radix) is given
to them, and those present
share the rest."
The kola libation or blessing is
employed in all occasions,
formal and informal. Thus we
now present a case of an old
man who called his sons to
give them his final blessings
before he would join the ancestors. The man in question
is Akpụobi, the father and
founder of the town of Enyiogwugwu in Mbaise. The meeting opened with the normal
blessing of kola when they
were all seated. He took one
kola nut and said to his dead
father: "These are the sons,
the sons EKE KEREỤWA
gave me, and to whom I am
now giving my blessings as
you my father once gave to
me".

(Continued on Page 14)
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HARD BUT REAL
TOO MANY CHURCHES IN NIGERIA

–

ARE WE FIGHTING FOR GOD OR FOR OUR OWN ECONOMIC

REASONS?
By Chairman Sydneys Ozoemena Offor
Our beloved country, Nigeria, occupying a total territorial area of 923,768 km2 (32nd largest in the world),
with a population of approx. 154,729,000 (8th most populous country in the world and highest in Africa), has
more than 200,000 churches (the highest number of churches in any country in the world – see WikiAnswers
- What Country with highest number of churches.
On the average, we have a church on every 4.6 km² of Nigerian soil. If we subtract the population of Muslims
50.50% and followers of other religions 1.4%, we’d have 200,000 churches for 74,424,649 (48.1%) Nigerian
Christians.
Please kindly permit me to subtract approx. 30%, representing Nigerian Christians domiciled outside Nigeria (like you and me),
which leaves us with 200,000 churches for 52,097,254 Christians. Finally, the last figures subsequently translate into one church for every 260.5 Christians. Thank God for his mercies! Because
going by this statistics, and if admission into heaven would be based on quota system, we’d certainly
We held our Igbo Union constitute the majority in heaven! If that’s not good news, what should be?
end-of-the-year-party in The Igbos would say, a snake would always produce a long animal as his offspring. The Germans
November 2009 only to would say, der Apfel fällt nicht weit vom Baum! (He’s a chip of old block). Does it surprise anyone
find out that some
that Nigerians operate the highest number of churches in Munich? If you doubt me, consult KVR,
people avoided eating
Munich. Our problems are genetic.
food prepared and
delivered by those they As an Anglican, which is a protestant church, we all know that all of the splinter churches came out
of The Roman Catholic Church (talking about Martin Luther (10 November 1483 – 18 February
branded as rebels,
1546), a Germany priest and professor of theology who initiated the Protestant Reformation). And
renegades or
we all know that Roman Catholic church has always remained Roman Catholic church; undiluted
secessionist.
and as hard as rock of Gibraltar. But now, and fortunately for all of us (happy about quota system
into heaven), Nigerians in Munich want to revolutionize the system. Why not? After all, monotony
kills interest! Kudos, Nigerians!
Sincerely speaking, one has to be extremely careful in discussing about religion for fear of being called Salman Rushdie and his
Satanic Verses by some fanatics. In Munich, we have Igbo Catholic Community (church) and Nigerian English Speaking Catholic
Church operating not more than three kilometers away from each other! If that constellation would offer us peace here on earth
and lead us to heaven, which is our ultimate aspiration, then there is every reason for us to celebrate. But regrettably, the reality
is a mirage.
None of us would have any problems with our two Nigerian Catholic Churches in Munich if we are at peace with one another,
tolerant of our differences, forgiving, showing love and compassion to all stakeholders. And if we are, we wouldn’t be at a perpetual “war” with one another.
We held our Igbo Union end-of-the-year-party in November 2009 only to find out that some people avoided eating food prepared
and delivered by those they branded as rebels, renegades or secessionist. They simply wanted to psychologically punish those
they regarded as enemies by rejecting their food and forcing them to go home with their uneaten food. There were many instances where parents prevented their kids from joining and playing with other kids for fear of them being harmed under the pretense of playing. Isn’t that shocking? Is anyone profiting from the war and confusion which have engulfed us?
We’ve all heard our brothers and sisters in Munich decline, times without number, attendance of children baptism , birthday parties and wedding celebrations, based on, which of the two “enemy” churches would be hosting the
celebration/party. War is not only when one starts shooting the bullets. This is simply war!
To drive the point home, it is not only disgusting but also shameful that we have a divided Igbo Union in
Munich and we have a divided Igbo Catholic Church in Munich (95% of the Nigerian English Speaking
Catholic Church are Igbos). The church was brought to us by the Europeans and we are fighting about
the church on their soil. Imagine Igbos, having introduced masquerade dance to the Indians in India,
watching the same Indians fighting one another, for example, in Orlu, about how to dance the same
masquerade we taught them and about who is qualified to belong to their masquerade group in Orlu.
Wouldn’t you, as an Igbo man, laugh over the stupidity of the migrant Indians living in Orlu?

“And forgive
us our
trespasses as
we forgive
them that
trespass
against us".

As little kids, we were taught biblical doctrines and principles during Sunday school classes. The most
important ones still lingering in my mind today include the following: the story of Cain and Abel which
was always concluded with the slogan: Remember, God loves a cheerful giver! Love your neighbour as
yourself, was one of them. The Lord’s Prayer with particular emphasis on “And forgive us our trespasses as we forgive them that trespass against us". The parable of the shepherd, with a hundred
sheep and the lost but found one, can’t be missed out. The parable of the prodigal son was and
is still legendary.
(Continued on Page 11)
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INSIGHT:
Nigerian Police Checkpoints
From Nigerian Punch

Ironically, the various checkpoints have done little
to check crimes, particularly the rising cases of

By Editorial Board
The N20 billion Police extortion at checkpoints

armed robbery and kidnapping. Despite the
number of checkpoints in the South-East, for

Tuesday, 7 Sep 2010

instance, the region remains a den of kidnappers
and other criminals.

In another shocking report, a global rights group, Human
Rights Watch, recently disclosed that the Nigeria Police raked
in a staggering N20.35billion between January 2009 and June
2010 at the various checkpoints across the country. In the
report titled, “Everyone is on the Game: Corruption and Human Rights Abuses by the Nigeria Police Force,” the group
said the ubiquitous checkpoints, set up ostensibly to control
high levels of crime, including armed robbery and kidnapping,
were in reality meant for collecting “tolls”.
The 102-page report detailed how institutionalised extortion
and a profound lack of political will to reform the force combined to make police corruption a malignant problem. The
group bemoaned “the long-term failure of the Nigerian authorities to address police bribery, extortion and wholesale embezzlement, which threatens the basic rights of all Nigerians.”
Nigerian government at all levels were urged to take the devastating problem of police corruption seriously.
As usual, the Police have promptly dismissed the report as
“embellished innuendoes and suggestive graphics aimed at
reaching a pre-conceived conclusion.” The Police high command, often unabashedly, defend the atrocities of their officers and men. Yet, incidents of corruption within the police
are legion. Several directives by successive IGs to dismantle
the checkpoints have been flouted owing to alleged backing
by top officers of the force. A United Nations survey had earlier described the Nigeria Police as the most corrupt institution
in the country, followed closely by the Power Holding Company of Nigeria.
Many of the killings for which the police have been accused

occurred at the checkpoints. In a report, the Delta State branch
of the Committee for the Defence of Human Rights said about
120 innocent Nigerians are killed annually nationwide at police
checkpoints. It is reckoned that from 2000 to date, over 10,000
persons have been killed by the police in gruesome circumstances. On July 28, 2010, a 25-year-old bus driver, Afeez Ibrahim,
was killed by a policeman allegedly for not giving him money at
Vulcaniser Bus Stop, Akowonjo area of Lagos.
Similarly, Wahab Musa, a senior driver with a construction company, was pushed from Orile Iganmu flyover on June 16, 2010,
by some policemen after allegedly seizing his phone and money.
In April 2009, a three-year-old girl, Kausarat Saliu, was shot in
the head and killed by the police at a checkpoint in Ketu, Lagos.
In 2001, three policemen at a checkpoint on Lokoja-Abuja road
robbed some cattle traders, killed and set them ablaze.
Ironically, the various checkpoints have done little to check crimes, particularly the rising cases of armed robbery and kidnapping. Despite the number of checkpoints in the South-East, for
instance, the region remains a den of kidnappers and other criminals. HRW found that government officials charged with police
oversight, discipline and reform have proved incapable of ending
systemic corruption in the force. Impunity within the police continues as a result of the sloppy internal and external control mechanism for monitoring the effectiveness and integrity of the police.
(Continued on Page 12)

WORDS OF WISDOM
A man willing to work, and unable to find work, is
perhaps the saddest sight that fortune's inequality
exhibits under this sun.
- Thomas Carlyle
Edition 2010, NO. 2
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FOCUS
REFUSING TO DIALOGUE?
By Chris O. Nwaorah
E-mail: chris.nwaorah@yahoo.com
“The cock had crowed“. Ghanaian women in the UK told their men the same in year 2003 to wake up!
In Igbo land, it is a well known culture that elders, youths and people come together to discuss when
problems or need to improve the society arises. It is a part of the culture to settle family disputes. In the
western world, court settles most matters, even at that, they agree that problem discussed is problem
half solved. Dialogue is a hard work which has enormous challenges. It is to take the bull by the horn.
Similarly, it has been one of the non-violent processes to redress conflicts between concerning parties.
Dialogue being a conversation, talk, exchange of opinion and ideas between groups or individuals to
achieve an aim is civil and seems inevitable. It is a fact that war is not the best way to settle disputes.
Even when war broke out, people still come together during and or after the war to dialogue in order to establish co-operation
modus operandi. Quality of dialogue can only be seen if we come together to talk. The Ghana women unique action in the UK
against their men have contributed good governance testimony in Ghana today.
A place where one refuses or pretends to dialogue in good faith does not only create communication break down and runs
through one-side news, but creates resentment and rejection that can lead to total break down of law and order in a society or
organisation. An Igbo adage says a leader who’s called “nobody should convince me” never knew when s/he enters the public
glare with torn/defecated clothes, because he chooses “don’t tell or convince me” attitude, and as such no one is ready to inform
him, especially when s/he is in danger and very necessary to save a situation. Sometimes it seems that many Nigerian intellectuals and leaders are the real enemies of her progressive movement, which shamelessly showcases bad governance in Nigeria.
There is no doubt; separation has been of ages and in all spheres of life. But it is not anything to be proud of. It is not acceptable
as norm, because that has brought wounds, lack of solid development and harmony but had enshrined deceits and backwardness. The dangers attached to it, especially when the division is coerced or borne out of self aggrandizement and or arrogance
had brought disobedience to humanity and Almighty God in particular. It has derailed love and fair-play which is centre-point of
most religions. Lucifer, the devil, who we all had heard about, had out of pride and arrogance refused unity and dialogue with the
angels, and ended up with the division of the Kingdom of God in Heaven. Disobedience created his doom.
Igbo Contact Forum, Munich and all pan-Igbo associations, organisations and societies have roles to play for the Igbo populace
and unity to embrace dialogue to come out from quagmire. After all, it is said that charity begins at home.
Another fact is that the culprits never feel safe under a normal dialogue. They live in fear, hidden behind the Curtain and false
shadow, either because of their self-fish gain, which is the problem of most Africans or they are ignorant of the value of lasting
peace and harmony. Sometimes, they are simply sadists. Oftn they feel they are better than everybody.
No matter how one tries to paint a picture of falsehood and discord to be the truth, the fact remains that buried truth most times
finds its regeneration. Dialogue had helped what seems impossible to be possible. No problem is beyond discussion and defies
solution. Most geniuses were stoned to death at the alter of fools and the wicked when they advocate reality.
In Diaspora, it is unfortunate that nostalgia of trying to promote the Igbo cultures, social values and life style are there, but the
entrenchment of dialogue which the western world had accepted as the best form to realize love, democracy, unity, tolerance and
freedom are being ignored to the detriment of the Igbo successes. The Igbo people need dialogue to come out of stalemate.
Examples of where dialogue had shaped the world for the people are numerous but the few are the division and historical unification of East and West Germany, the formation of Schengen Territory, the European Union, the Bible story of prodigal son, the origin and creation of United States of America, Ecumenism, Apartheid South Africa, etc. that were formerly thought to be impossible.
The dangers
Historically, Germany were at several times divided into many regions and in 1949 into two (East and
attached to it,
West Germany), in 1961 Berlin Wall was erected and in October 1990, Germany gloriously came toespecially when the gether as Federal Republic of Germany. Today their re-unification, socio-politico and economic myth in
division is coerced the world are clear signs of the successes co-operation can bring to a unique people.
or borne out of self
Ecumenism which to me simply means the unification of Christian churches for the benefit of mankind as
aggrandizement
children of the same Lord God. In the recently concluded Ecumenism Day in Munich, Germany, one who
and or arrogance
was present there or watched Television could see how the world share bread among themselves. This
had brought
for me has spiritual connotation. The attempt by the founders and the massive support for this noble idea
disobedience to
is a clear sign of the value and importance of unity, peace and harmony. Jesus Christ was neither Roman
humanity and
Catholic, Protestant, Othodox, Pentecostal or Jehova‘s Witness but for everyone who believe.
Almighty God in
particular.
(Continued on Page 6)
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FOCUS
Many people are ready to obey the law of their Church or their religious denomination and ignore entirely
the law of God. It’s so absurd and incredible, but religious inclinations of man caused Jesus Christ to act
against
those
wh o
took
His
F a t h e r ’s
Te m p l e
as
a
m a r k e t in g
p l a c e.
The love of money, power and economic gains had eroded the love of mankind. When a situation has
reached the level of discontinuing talks and creating ex-communication, amongst one another, it is then
poisonous for co-existence. It is simply demonstration of power.
One cannot cover fire with a dry paper in a building and expect no inferno wrecking the entire structure.
Dichotomy, divide and rule with self-deceit is suicidal, enmity and wickedness.
Attacking the government at a time when the economic, social, political and other governmental structures are intact is rebellious, but when the structure of the government and society debases, then the rebels can form the government. No sane man dreams of having autocratic and inhuman brutality as a
head.
Is there a best form of leadership for all?, Democratic principles but with respect to hierarchy are accepted, somewhat modern, civil, tolerated and widely spreading.
One may fairly ask what can be the root cause of disagreement is; scholarly researches and mundane
observations had proven many factors, and among them are disobedience, suppression, oppression,
marginalization and or greed.

From page 5

One cannot
cover fire with a
dry paper in a
building and
expect no
inferno
wrecking the
entire structure.
Self deceit is
suicidal and self
enmity.

Eschewing hatred or attempting to embrace the spirit of oneness, one is bound to believe that the process to utopia or near perfection is the assimilation and application of ethics and humanistic theory. Although, ethics being a complex course because of
enviroment, ones religion or faith, parental norms, upbringing, dynamics and societal views attached to it. Moral in one place may
be immoral at the other end.
In all, the purpose of this article is to state that united we stand, divided the structure of our existence will not only shirk but will
fall. If things fall apart, the centre cannot hold … (Professor Chinua Achebe in his book: Things Fall Apart).
What do we tell our children, if we fail to do things we suppose to do now to secure and safeguard their future in Diaspora? What
do we claim to achieve if we shy away from the enormous challenges that lies ahead of us? An iceberg is just ice that can melt,
but at dew seems to be as hard as the Rock of Gibraltar. What do we say, when our once loved ones turns to be our enemies
when we know that dialogue can help us all? What do we stand to gain if we maintain blind eye when a black man is being beaten
by a German skin head, and the skin heads say, the skin colour irritates them?
Today it may be against the other black man, tomorrow it may be against you. Let’s act now for now sake and future in particular.
As Christians, with our prayer and faith in God, we will overcome.
In conclusion, whoever that is refusing dialogue to find a solution to a problem in the society is dangerous. The person may be a
hypnotist and dictator. African type of dictator that either his or her way or no other. Such leader should be watched. She or he
may love disintegration because they cannot withstand unity and co-operation. This is among the problems pervading the African
nations, till war breaks out. Upon that, they stick to their guns which prolong African wars to the benefit of the western countries
who sell their weapons and missiles to better their economy. Selfishness and dominance prone may be the cause why such people feel to be more important and more educated than others. Germans call such people „besser wisser“.
Africans, it is time to assume the path of civil liberty without rancour and prejudice. The cock had crowed. Let’s join hands together for the joy and importance of it.

Who is refusing or dribbling to dialogue for Igbo unity and progress?

YOU CAN
ADVERTISE
YOUR BUSINESS HERE!
Edition 2010, NO. 2
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KID`S CORNER
Meet Chidera Ota-The Nigerian Supergirl Who Racked Up 15A*s In UK GCSEs
Posted: August 28, 2010

The supergirl who racked up 15A*
Chidera Ota led the GCSE roll of honour yesterday with 15 A*s.
Chidera, who studied Latin twice a week in her lunch break, has gained a scholarship to attend
King's School, Canterbury, where she will study chemistry, physics, biology, maths and further
maths A-levels. Miss Chidera Ota learns Latin in her lunch break: Chidera Ota got 15A*s in her
GCSEs
The 16-year-old pupil at Highsted Grammar School, Sittingbourne, Kent, achieved the grades in
English literature and language, maths, statistics, French, German, Latin, history, sociology,
chemistry, biology, physics and an IT qualification worth three GCSEs.
Chidera, who lives with her Nigerian-born parents - Uchenna, a GP, and Mercy, a nurse - in the
Isle of Sheppey, wants to become a doctor. She said: 'I stayed home a lot and put a lot of work
into my GCSEs. I want to become a doctor so I know it's a very hard and competitive field and I
need to do extremely well to get into medicine. 'I want to go to a top university and have already looked around Oxford and Cambridge. I think I'd like to go to St John's College at Cambridge.'
CHILDREN‘S RIGHTS IS A TREATY MADE BY THE UNITED NATIONS IN 1989 WHICH MOST COUNTRIES INCLUDING
NIGERIA AND GERMANY HAD SIGNED

Edition 2010, NO. 2
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KID`S CORNER
Everybody likes MacDonald, BurgerKing Chickenburger– even
President Obama and his family go for a Burger from time to
time.

TEETHS AND SWEETS
By Mrs. Maria Nwaorah
Tips for Kids

But be aware of the calories and continue to eat healthy food,
but again after that, clean your teeth.

Every child in Germany knows this saying:

Other tips:

“Nach jedem Essen, das Zähne putzen nicht vergessen”. Meaning, after every food, do not forget to clean your teeth.

Eat bananas instead of chocolate, apple instead of sugared
yoghurt. This can be a good alternative and your body will be
grateful.

„Eating an apple a day keeps the doctor away“.
The subject matter is sugar. It is very dangerous for teeth and
health, but everybody in Europe eats it quantumly daily.
In Europe the sugar industry is making a lot of money from the
people’s wish to eat sweets, chocolate, cake, milk rice, bonbons
and other candies. Even things which are not sweet may be
produced with sugar inside which people often don’t know. Look
at the content of the food packet you buy: Example are the
Chips. It contains sugar, likewise
ingredients or powdered food ,
like: Pudding, Griess, GulaschFix, Kartofel-fix, Schnitzel-fix,
Bread even, etc.
Even to drink a Brühwurfel,
Clearly are the tea packets like
bottle of water
Kakao, “Tee-Mischungen like
“Salbei-Vanille, etc. All contains
after eating
secret or much sugar inside.

chocolate is
better than to do
nothing, so that
the sugar
quantity in your
mouth can be
reduced.

One small advice if you don’t want
to avoid eating sweet things:

Fatness is unhealthy, especially obesity – by children or
adults. It can cause heart diseases, high blood pressure, tiredness and bad teeth as results of sugar consumption.
The dentists in Germany are earning good money. This has
recently created a new medical professional field called Kinderzahnarztpraxen (Children’s Dentistts).
One can say that the sugar industry is feeding on many people‘s ignorance and indiscipline, and they feed the dentists and
many cardiologists as well as articial teeth transplantation manufacturers for teeth replacement. Children, teeth transplatiation is expensive to your parents and painful during and after
treatment. German Health Insurance (Krankenkasse) does not
undertake the total bill and your parents have to pay the rest.
They accept less than 20 per cent of the costs. So avoid too
much sugar and sweet things in your mouth.
All these shows that something is wrong in our system too,
and has to be changed, if the political and economic will is
found.

“Nach jedem Essen, das Zähne
putzen nicht vergessen“. Even to
drink a bottle of water after eating
chocolate is better than to do
nothing, so that the sugar content
in your mouth may be reduced.

And I saw people in Nigeria using natural wooden tooth brush
….This I also believe is healthy.

“Too much sugar” is what I have
heard Igbo people complain in parties. And they are right in this.

Parents, remember what you used to eat as children in Nigeria. Teach your children that. It is a good recipe.

We all eat too much sugar in this country and most of our food
is genetically manipulated. You should therefore do sports daily.

Teach them other good things you brought from your home
country Nigeria.

I noticed whenever I eat good African/Nigerian food like Egusi,
Yam, Plantain, etc. I feel good, unlike when I eat genetically
manipulated western food.

HEALTH TIP
An apple a day keeps the Doctor away

WORDS OF WISDOM
Auf jeden Regen folgt auch Sonnenschein
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OPINIONS:
African countries and origin of their names: it is a shame, we are still proud of our colonial names
By Chairman Sydneys Eritrea - The Latin phrase Mare the Madagascar may be a local reference to the "Country of
Erythraeum ("Red Sea") was Malagasy". However, the Kings of Malagasy tended to refer to
Ozoemena Offor
Africa - The origin of the
word Africa came from the
Romans, who named the
area of modern-day North
Africa in honour of the victories of Scipio Africanus Major
in the Second Punic War
versus Carthage and Hannibal. It was later referred to by
Europeans as the entire African continent.

used by Italy to describe its colonies in the horn of Africa. This
later became Eritrea and was
adopted by the country on independence from Ethiopia.

Gabon - Gabon's first European
visitors were Portuguese traders
who arrived in the 15th century
and subsequent Portuguese references referred to it as Gabon
after the Portuguese word
gabao, a coat with sleeves and
Angola - When Portuguese hood resembling the shape of
mariner Diego Cao landed at the Como River estuary, where
the mouth of the Congo River they first explored.
in 1483, two distinct KingLiberia - Derived from the Latin
doms ruled the region. The
Kingdom of the Bakongo
reigned in the north. The
Quimbundos Kingdom, also
known as Ndongo, domiThe origin of the word
nated in the western and
Africa came from the
central areas. The king of the
Romans, who named the
Quimbundos was called
area of modern-day North
"Ngola". The region, taking
Africa in honour of the
its name from the king, bevictories of Scipio
came Angola.
Africanus Major in the
Cameroon (also Cameroun
Second Punic War versus
in French) - The name is
Carthage and Hannibal. It
derived from Rio de
was later referred to by
Camarões (the River of
Europeans as the entire
Prawns) the name given to
African continent.
River Wouri by Portuguese
Explorers in the 15th century.
word liber ("Free") - Reference to
Central African Republic - It's the return of Freed American
in Central Africa! Africa is Slaves who founded the modern
believed to have originated Republic of Liberia.
from either the Latin word
"aprica" ("Sunny") or Greek Libya - In 1934, Italy adopted the
"aphrike" ("without cold") and name "Libya" (used by the anoriginally applied to North cient Greeks for all of North AfAfrica. However, as Europe rica, except Egypt) as the official
discovered the extent of con- name of their new colony, which
tinental Africa, the term came consisted of the Provinces of
to match its modern day us- Cyrenaica, Tripolitania, and Fezzan.
age.
Cote d'Ivoire (Ivory Coast) The Reference by European
traders to the availability of
Ivory Tusks.
Equatorial Guinea - Guinea
derives from the berber word
aguinaw, or gnawa ("black
man"), which Berbers
(Nomadic Saharan Peoples)
have used to describe most
of West Africa.
Edition 2010, NO. 2

Madagascar - The origin of the
Madagascar is uncertain, some
people believe the European
Traveler Marco Polo (who never
visited the island) confused it
with Mogadishu in present - day
Somalia. Hence early reference
to the Island as Madeigascar or
Mogelasio, this eventually became Madagascar about the
16th century. Others believe that

the whole Island by "Izao will rehear izao „or“ Izao tontolo izao
("this entire country").

Mauritania - The name is derived from Spanish description of
the area as the land of the Moors, a term used to describe
Arab rulers of Southern Spain. It was also the name of an
ancient Berber Kingdom.
Mauritius - The Island was named in honor of Prince Maurice
of Nassau by Dutch explorers. The French claimed Mauritius
in 1715 and renamed it Ile de France. In 1810, Mauritius was
captured by the British and renamed back to Mauritius.
Mayotte - Most of the people are Moharais of Malagasy origin.
Mayotte (French), Maore or Mahore (Comoran) describes the
land of the Moharais.
Mozambique - Named after Mouzinho de Alburquerque, 19th
Century Portuguese colonialist who put down nationalist rebellions in the territory and thus established effective Portuguese
control.
Namibia - derived from the Namib, the desert that runs along
the Namibia coast. Namib in turn means "an area where there
is nothing" in the local Nama language.
Niger - Derived from the River Niger, and meaning Black in
Latin.
Nigeria – Meaning, purportedly, the Area of the Niger. As
Above. Lagos, a Portuguese word meaning shore or coast,
was a name given to our western sea coast by the Portuguese
slave traders and today Nigerians are proud to be called Lagosians. Research evidence from the British library/archives
has proved that the hidden meaning of Nigeria is Malaria infested area of the river Niger which was coined into Niger +
end of malaria word = Nigeria. This was designed to warn the
colonist about the deadly malaria since they first settled in
southern part of Nigeria where malaria was ever imminent.
Think about reasons behind names like Gold Coast, Ivory
Coast, etc.
Reunion - An overseas Department of France, the Islands are
named Reunion in 1848 after several name changes and temporary occupation by the British.
Sao Tome and Principe - Portuguese names for the Islands.
Actual Origin unknown.
Seychelles - In 1756, Seychelles became a French colony
under the name of Séchelles, named after the Moreau of Séchelles, Minister of Finance under the kingdom of Louis XV.
During the 19th Century, under British rule the name was anglicized to Seychelles.
Sierra Leone - Sierra Leone's name dates back to 1462, when
a Portuguese explorer, Pedro da Cintra, sailed down the coast
of West Africa and saw the long range of mountains of what is
now the Freetown Peninsula. As a result of shape and climatic conditions experienced by the explorer, he called the
lands 'Sierra Lyoa' meaning 'Lion Mountains'. Sixteenth century English sailors called it 'Sierra Leoa'; by the seventeenth
it was 'Sierra Leona', and by 1787, under British Rule it had
become Sierra Leone.
(Continued on Page 11)
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INFORMATION

Something to think about ...

ICF e.V. Munich: www.i-c-f.net/
German Laws in English: www.gesetze-iminternet.de, and click translations

To realize the value of a sister/brother:
Ask someone who doesn't have one.

FACTS OF LIFE
1.

The Deepest Lake in the World:

Lake Baikal (Baikal) in Siberia, Russia is the deepest
lake in the world measuring 1620m deep at its deepest
point. This makes it not only deep but also the oldest lake
in the world estimated to be around 25 million years old.
2.

Ask a newly divorced couple.
To realize the value of four years:
Ask a graduate.

The highest Waterfall in the World:

The highest waterfall in the world is the Angel Falls in
Venezuela. At a towering height of 979m did you know that
each drop of water takes 14 seconds to fall from the top to
the bottom? The waterfall which despite being known to
the local indians for thousands of years was originally
called the “Churun Meru”.
3.

To realize the value of ten years:

Most dangerous Animal in Africa:

Apart from snakes and insects the hippopotamus kills
more people in Africa than any other! It’s a statistic which
many find shocking especially because they’re not actually meat eaters. So what makes the hippo so dangerous?
Well to begin with they’re large, extremely bad tempered
and surprisingly quick on both land and water.

To realize the value of one year:
Ask a student who has failed a final exam.

To realize The value of nine months:
Ask a mother who gave birth to a stillborn.

To realize the value of one month:
Ask a mother who has given birth to a premature baby!

To realize the value of one week:

4.
It takes about 60 seconds for a human blood cell to
make a complete circuit of the body.

Ask an editor of a weekly newspaper.

5.
More germs are transferred while shaking hands
compared to kissing.

To realize the value of one minute:

6.
On average, women say 7,000 words per day while
men manage just over 2,000 words.
7. Each second 10,000,000 cells die and are replaced in
your body.
8. The tooth is the only part of the human body that
can’t repair itself.
9. A car travelling at 80 km/h uses half its fuel to overcome wind resistance.
10. There are over 100 billion galaxies in the universe.
11. The Sun, composed mostly of helium and hydrogen,
has a surface temperature of 6000 degrees Celsius.
12. A corn field of one acre gives of 4,000 gallons off water per day in evaporation.
13. A lightning bolt travels at about 14,000mph and brings
300,000 volts of electricity to the ground.
14. Pregnant or breast feeding mothers who eat junk food
are more likely to raise children who will have a higher
risk obesity, diabetes, raised cholesterol, and high blood
fat.

( from, www.science-facts.com)
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Ask a person who has missed the train, bus or plane.

To realize the value of one-second:
Ask a person who has survived an accident.

Time waits for no one.
Treasure every moment you have.
You will treasure it even more when
You can share it with someone special.
To realize the value of a friend or family
member:
LOSE ONE.
(unknown author)
THE IGBO FORUM

HARD BUT REAL

From Page 3

The problem with the bible is that, it is like law! People and
lawyers alike would always exploit the loopholes, the weak
points, the contradictory sections or verses to justify their
deeds or plead to be exonerated from their wrongs. People
have defended bribery by quoting “Give God what belongs to
God and to Caesar what belongs to Caesar”. People have
justified taking peoples wives by quoting how King David took
Bathsheba, the daughter of Eliam, the wife of Uriah the Hittite
and still became one of Israel’s greatest kings and his son,
King Solomon, was the wisest.
Some self tagged born-again, have even cut relationships with
their parents, siblings, relations and friends by quoting that
Jesus decreed that “only those who listen to his teachings and
abide by them are his brothers and sisters (referring to when
he ignored or refused seeing his own mum who nearly reported him missing…). We all can testify that “Go yee into the
world and multiply” was one of the coolest ways to tease a lady
who refused our advances for any immoral cohabitation. The
examples are endless. It is all about finding verses and quotations to justify our stand or actions.
Christianity is simply about pleasing God and Christians are
those pleasing God or those with whom God is pleased. Any
other definition which does not concur with the above in meaning has to be fine-tuned. I would humbly allow other religions
to define their faiths because I am a proponent of division labour.

OPINIONS:

From Page 9

Sudan - Sudan (a name derived from the Arabic phrase - bilad
as-Sudan, "land of the blacks"). Used by Arabs to describe
what is today Sub-Saharan Africa, i.e. Africa excluding Morocco, Tunisia, Libya, Algeria and Egypt.
Zimbabwe - Zimbabwe was named after Great Zimbabwe an
ancient trading empire dating back to the Iron Age. Zimbabwe
means Stone Houses in the local Shona Language.
I wouldn’t waste my time delving into thousands of colonial
names of cities, towns and streets in Africa when we have worthy pan Africanists, with whose names we could proudly replace the said streets, cities and towns named after the colonialists.
Finally, wouldn’t it be a lot more sensible renaming our Nigerian
colonial name with WAZOBIA? At least, we all know what WAZOBIA means and would be proud of it? See (Burkina Fasso Mossi language for "Land of Incorruptible Men" was changed to
this from Upper Volta in 1984. Upper Volta referred to its geographical location in relation to the Volta river)
————————————————————————————

IN MEMORIAM
Mr. Arinze E. Chukwuemeka

Love your neighbour as yourself and people have always
asked, who is my neighbour? I will answer the question by
visiting the famous case of Donoghue v Stevenson (1932).
Who, then, in law, is my neighbour? The answer seems to be
— persons who are so closely and directly affected by my act
that I ought reasonably to have them in contemplation as long
as so affected when I am directing my mind to the acts or
omissions that are called in question. Bringing this case to our
attention is designed to remind us that almost all the physical
and emotional wounds suffered by Christians are inflicted by
fellow Christians and still everyone thinks as long as we are
not in court against our neighbours, all is well!
Dear Priests, Pastors and Men of God, you are all shepherds, please always consider the parable of the prodigal
son and the shepherd/lost sheep; have compassion on us
and show us love. Dear members of the congregation, we
are the sheep, please remember “And forgive us our trespasses, as we forgive them that trespass against us" before passing judgment on the rest of us! Dear all, please
remember “if any of you is about to make an offering or a
burnt-offering to God but remembers that he or she still
has some unsettled quarrels or misunderstandings with
his brother or sister, that person is strictly advised to
leave that offering and go and make peace with his
brother or sister”. My conclusion is, I am inclined to believe
that we all learn a lot at church, worth influencing our lives
positively, but what beats my imagination is we are slaves to
anything foreign and playing to the gallery is an endemic ulcer in us. What happened to our Igbo doctrines like: ofo na
ogu, nwanne mara nwanne ya, otu obi, ihunanya, etc?
During my days as a brutal Marshal of the Palm Wine Drinkards Club, Ilya d Hammer wing/campus, we believed and we
still believe in being OUR BROTHER’S KEEPER! because that
is where love, forgiveness and understanding are jointly and
efficiently at work. Didn’t the late Mother Theresa say that her
religion was LOVE?
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(1960 — 2010)
May his Soul Rest in Peace
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INSIGHT:

From Page 4

Both the Nigeria Police Council and the Police Service Commission have failed to effectively deploy their oversight powers to stop
the growing indiscipline.
The offices of the Force Secretary and the Provost Marshal responsible for processing and coordinating internal discipline of senior and junior officers respectively have been rendered weak. Besides, the Police Act and Police regulations, which amply provide for internal disciplinary measures and mechanisms, have not been strictly enforced. For instance, Section 341 of the Police Act
provides that “in the exercise of his powers, every police officer shall be personally liable for any misuse of his powers or for any
act done in excess of his authority.” There are stated offences with internal disciplinary processes and sanctions.
Thus, police misdemeanour is not for lack of rules but due to inadequate compliance and enforcement. Unfortunately, the readiness of the Police high command to always debunk allegations of graft and violation of human rights by even credible local and
international monitoring groups continues to embolden police officers with criminal tendencies. Though police authorities often
announce mass dismissal and transfer of officers and men, this is widely seen as mere window dressing.
The IG should demonstrate clear readiness to take strict and prompt disciplinary measures against trigger-happy police personnel
with itching palms. In Singapore, police corruption was substantially checked by the establishment of a task force to monitor policemen found to be living beyond their means. If such officers know that they are being watched, their chances of being corrupt
will be considerably reduced. He should identify existing corruption hazards in the Police and devise measures to prevent them.
Though the IG had ordered the dismantling of checkpoints in the South-East, the initiative should be extended to all parts of the
country.
Modern policing involves the use of intelligence for crime detection and pro-active crime busting. The use of motorised patrols and
periodic raids after a tip-off will be more effective in ridding the society of criminals. Besides, community policing will be a better
alternative to the present centralised system in identifying and purging various localities of undesirable elements. While it is important to initiate training to change the attitudes of police officers, there is the need to improve screening, selection methods and
standards for recruitment into the police force. Background investigations on candidates should be undertaken before they are
admitted to the force.

OECD: Education deficit threatens nation's future
Germany is producing too few university graduates to sustain its own supply of skilled workers
and continues to lag well behind other countries in education spending, an OECD report released
Tuesday found.
Just 25 percent of young people finish a university course in Germany, compared to an average of 38 percent among
the world’s 30 major industrial countries, the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development concluded. Its
500-page report, “Education at a glance,” has highlighted the bleak situation Germany faces in maintaining its hightech,
export-driven
economy
without
bringing
in
skilled
immigrants.
Germany is also lagging in how much it spends on education: it invests just 4.7 percent of its GDP on education, compared with the OECD average of 6.2 percent. Only Slovakia, the Czech Republic and Italy spend less. The biggest spenders are the United States, South Korea and Denmark – all of whom spend more than 7 percent of the GDP. Despite the
world financial crisis, the need for graduates has climbed in Germany as it has for all industrial nations, said Heino von
M e y e r ,
t h e
G e r m a n
O E C D
s p o k e s m a n .
“There

is

no

end

to

the

demands

for

high

qualifications

on

the

worldwide

job

market,”

he

said.

Although Germany’s university attendance rate has actually improved in recent years, its youngsters are still the least
likely to go to university of all the industrial nations other than Turkey, Belgium and Mexico. A university degree is the
best protection against unemployment and the best guarantee of a high income in all of the countries under investigation, the report said. In Germany, a graduate earns on average 67 percent more than worker who had on-the-job training.
B a r e l y
a n y
o t h e r
c o u n t r y
h a s
s u c h
a
w i d e
g u l f .
In the face of falling birth rates in almost all industrial nations, qualification standards urgently needed to be raised to
compensate, the report said. The baby-boomer generation that is now starting to retire could not be replaced with the
current
number
of
university
students
and
graduates,
Me yer
warned.
Education Minister Annette Schavan pointed out that according to German figures, 43 percent of people in the age
group studied by the OECD were in some kind of post-secondary school study, though that included foreign students
from
o u t s i de
the
European
U n i on ,
whose
r e si d e n c y
prospects
were
not
certain.
(Continued on Page 14)
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For
Important Information about the
„Octoberfest 2010“, please check our
Homepage:

www.i-c-f.net
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WAZOBIA SPECIAL OFFER:
BUY UP TO €50,00
FoodStuff/Cosmetics
@ WAZOBIA SHOP and get a free
€2.50 calling card.
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Spotlight: The Kola Nut

THE IGBO FORUM

From Page 2

He raised the kola and said:

This Newsletter is published by the Public
Relations Department of the Igbo Contact Forum
(I.C.F) e.V. Munich, Germany.
This publication is meant to provide information
and a communication forum for members and the
general public.
————————————————All Articles and Opinions expressed in this
newsletter do not represent that of ICF but that of
the individual contributors.
All matters concerning the newsletter should be
directed to:

"Eke kereụwa, this is kola;
my father and the ancients, this is kola;
lyiafọ, this is kola;
four days that make eight, this is kola."
Eke kereụwa is one of the lgbo names for God; in this case it
means "the One who made the world". lyiafọ is a local deity to
whom the town's market, Afọ Enyiogwugwu is dedicated. A brief
analysis of this kola-prayer shows that all beings, spiritual and human are invited to partake of the kola and therefore ac-company
this family meeting. But ultimately the blessings to the sons come
from Eke kereụwa (God) through the deities and the ancestors.
This cosmic meeting is made possible, thanks to the kola symbolism of commensality. Here the kola symbolism unites man, the
ancestors, cosmic forces, the deities and God. As a symbol of life,
the kola libation makes clear this truth when ever it is celebrated.
(Culled from Ahiajoku Series)

igbos_in_munich@yahoo.com

To be Continued...

For Adverts, contact us at: igbos_in_munich@yahoo.com

OECD: Education deficit threatens nation's future

From Page 12

Without foreign students included, the OECD report said, 36 percent of young people in Germany
were studying.
Schavan stressed that since 2007 the federal and state governments between them had invested
€1 billion to enable an extra 90,000 young people to study at university.
By 2015 a further €3.6 billion would be spent on creating places for a further 270,000 students.
“This money is well-spent,” she said.

(Culled from DAPD/The Local/dw of 7th September, 2010)

QUOTES
"Once you learn to read, you will be forever free"
— Frederick Douglass .

Education is the most powerful weapon which you can use to
change the world.
— Nelson Mandela

WORDS OF WISDOM
E gbuo dike n'ogu ulo, e ruo n'ogu ama
e cheta ya.
THE IGBO FORUM
… to restore the diginity of man through projecting lights and bringing cultures together.
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